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The magnetic and electronic properties of a one-dimensional Hubbard chain with an arbitrary elec
tron concentration n are investigated. Analytic expressions for the magnetic susceptibility, and also 
for the energy spectra, are obtained for the case when nlc « 1. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

RECENTLY there has been a great deal of interest in 
exactly solvable one-dimensional problems. Their in
vestigation is not only helpful in order to understand 
the physics of phenomena in the usual three-dimen
sional case, but also because objects exist which can 
be treated as one-dimensional solids. The complex 
compounds of tetracyanoquinodimethan (TCNQ), whose 
crystal structure contains filaments of the TCNQ 
molecules weakly bound to each other, are an example 
of such substances. Unpaired electrons can travel 
along these filaments. 

It appears that one can explain the properties of 
TCNQ compounds by using the one-dimensional 
Hubbard model. [l] This model is described by the 
Hamiltonian 

~=- ~ c,,+Cj. + 2c1: C't+C'tCij+Cij. (1.1) 
(ii),IJ 

In Eq. (1.1) Cia (cia) is the annihilation (creation) op
erator for an electron of spin component a at the i-th 
lattice site. The sum over i and j in the first term 
runs over nearest-neighbor sites. 

If the number of electrons N coincides with the 
number of lattice sites Na , then for c » 1 in second
order perturbation theory with respect to the kinetic 
energy, the Hamiltonian (1.1) reduces to an effecti ve 
Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg type: 

~ eff = ~ 1: S,s" (1.2) 
(ij} 

where Si is the spin operator (S = %) at the i -th lat
tice site. 

The magnetic properties of a one-dimensional anti
ferromagnetic chain-the types of excited states, the 
susceptibility, and the shape of the spectra-have been 
investigated in a number of articles. [2-5] It should have 
been antiCipated that the magnetic properties of the 
one-dimensional Hubbard model with n = NINa = 1 are 
similar to the same properties of the Heisenberg anti
ferromagnetic chain. In fact, as was shown by Ovchin
nikov,[6] if one disregards the electronic spectrum, 
which has a gap at n = 1, the magnetic properties of 
one-dimensional chains described by the Hamiltonians 
(1.1) and (1.2) are similar. Both in this case and in the 
other case the long wavelength part of the spectrum of 
the magnetic excitations is linear with respect to the 

wave vector q, arid the spectrum itself possesses a 
double periodicity. The magnetic susceptibility for 
n = 1 was found by Takahashi.[7] It also has an anti
ferromagnetic nature. 

The exact solution for the system described by the 
Hamiltonian (1.1) was obtained by Lieb and WU [B] with 
the aid of a method first used by Yang;[9] this method 
consists in the following. The quasi momenta kj 
(j = 1, 2, ... ,N) of the electrons and the "s pin" 
momenta Au (0' = 1, 2, ... ,M) are introduced, where 
M denotes the number of inverted spins. The electron 
and spin momenta are related by the following system 
of equations: 

At ( 2 sin k j - 2A, ) 
N.k,=2nI,-2,Earctg c ' j=i,2, ... ,N, (1.3) 

'_1 

~ ( 2Aa - 2 sin k j ) n ( A. - A, ) 
2 ~aictg c ""2nJ.+22..arctg -c-- (1.4) 

)=t f\=l 

u=i, ... ,M, 

~here JO' are integers and Ij are integers or half-odd 
mtegers. Here the energy of the Hubbard chain is 
given by 

N 

E = - 2 '\' cos k, 
~ " (1.5) 
j=1 

and the momentum can be expressed in terms of JO' 
and Ij in the form 

(1.6) 

For the ground state of the system with a fixed spin 
S = (Y2)(N - 2M) = sNa the numbers Jo and Ij are 
equidistantly spaced with their differences given by 

and they are centered around the origin. 
After introducing the "electronic" density p(k) 

= (Na~ktl and the "spin" density a(A) = (NO'Mt\ 
instead of Eqs. (1. 3) and (1.4) we obtain two integral 
equations for the determination of p(k) and a(A): 

2no(k) = 1 +cosk SB 4ca(A)dA, (1.7) 
• _B c2 + 4(sink - A)2 

S" 4cp (k)dk 

_0 c2 + 4 (sin k - A) 2 

'2na(A) + BS 2ca(A')dA'. 
_B c2 + (A'- A')2 

(1.8) 
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In addition, the electronic and spin densities are 
normalized, respectively, to the electron density and 
the density of inverted spins: 

Q N B M 
S p(k)dk=-=n, S a(A)dA=-=m. 

_Q Na _B Na 

The energy of the system is expressed in terms of 
only the function p(k) and has the following form: 

E Q 

e =-= - 2S p(k)cos kdk. 
Na _Q 

The limits of integration Q and Bin Eqs. (1.7) and 
(1.8) are monotonically increasing functions of nand 
m, respectively, and vary within the following limits: 
o :s Q :s 1T for 0 :s n :s 1 and 0 :s B < 00 for 0 :s m 
:s n/2. When n = 1 the limit Q = 1T and the system of 
integral equations (1.7)-(1.8) can be reduced to a 
single equation for the density a (A). 

In the present article we shall be interested in the 
magnetic susceptibility of the chain, and also in the 
spectra associated with magnetic and electronic exci
tations for any arbitrary electron concentration n < 1. 
In the case n > 1, due to the symmetry of the Hamilton
ian (1.1) with respect to the interchange particle 
- hole, the results of the work will remain valid as 
usual, provided we make the substitution n - 2 - n. 

2. THE MAGNETIC SUSCEPTmILITY 

In this section we investigate the behavior of the 
magnetic susceptibility for an arbitrary electron 
denSity in a zero field. The case of fields close to the 
saturation fields has been investigated by Takahashi,[IO] 

From the well-known theorem about one-dimen
sional systems by Lieb and Mattis/U ] the ground state 
of the Hubbard model corresponds to total spin S = O. 
In this case the limit of integration B in the integral 
eq uations (1.7) and (1.8) is equal to infinity. In the 
presence of a small magnetic field h, the total spin of 
the state of lowest energy is also small. In this connec
tion B is no longer equal to infinity, but remains 
large. This allows one to expand the energy of the state 
with small spin in a series in powers of s, as is done 
in[3,12]. We shall confine our attention to the leading 
term of the expansion, which is proportional to S2. 

The solution of Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) for an arbitrary 
electron concentration can be systematically developed 
within the framework of perturbation theory in powers 
of the parameter n/c. In order to do this, it is neces
sary to expand the kernels of Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) in 
even powers of the ratio (sin k)/ c. In this connection 
the energy of the state with spin S has the form 

We shall assume that the parameter n/c is small and 
retain only the first term in the expansion of the func
tion ds) in powers of n/c. This corresponds to 
neglecting the presence of sin k in the kernels of the 
integral equations (1.7) and (1.8), which can now be 
written as follows: 

2lTP(k)=1+n ~ cosk S<D(X)go(X)dx, (2.1) 
-A 

2A 
X=

c 

<D(x)=go(x)- S K(x-x')<D(x')dx', (2.2) 
_A 

A=E!., o (2A)=..!:<D(X), K(x)=_1 ___ 1_ 
c c c 2n x' +4 

2 1 
go(x)=---. 

n x' + 1 

In Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) it would appear that we must 
be interested in the function <I>(x) with -A:s x :s A. 
However, it is more convenient to express all of the 
physically interesting quantities, for example, the spin 
s and the energy E: with the aid of the tail of the spin 
density, that is, with <I> (x) for I x I > A. This method 
was applied by Griffiths[3] in order to determine the 
susceptibility of a one-dimensional antiferromagnetic 
chain. 

Let us multiply both sides of Eq. (2.2) by the 
resolvent kernel J(x - x'), whose Fourier component 
is given by 

1(00) =-1 + (1 + K(oo»-' = _(1+e'IO I)-., 

and let us integrate from -00 to +00. In this connection, 
one obtains the following equation for the tail of the 
spin density, <I>(x> A): 

<D(X)=<Do(X)-Cf + j ]/(x-x')<D(x,)dx' 
-~ A . 

= <Do(X)- ~[/(X-X')+/(x+x')l<D(x')dX" (2.3) 

<Do (x) = e-nx/' E (- 1) re-.... (2.4) 

(here and in what follows, the subscript 0 indicates that 
the function is determined from the equations for the 
ground state). 

Since J(x - x') is proportional to (x - x't2 for 
Ix - x' I » 1 and we are only interested in the values 
of <I>(x) for x> A, one can neglect in Eq. (2.3) the 
integral . i I(x + x')<D(x')dx', 

A 

which is of the order of A-2<I>(x). This neglect corre
sponds to the fact that in the expression for the energy 
E:(s) of a state with a given small value of the spin s, 
terms proportional to S2 (In s t l have been omitted in 
comparison with the retained term proportional to S2. 
In addition, in the summation (2.4) we keep only the 
single term with r = O. This implies that the terms in 
E:(s) proportional to s\ S6, etc. are small in compari
son with the term proportional to S2. 

Mter these simplifying remarks, Eq. (2.3) takes the 
form . 

<D(x)=<Do(x)- l/(x-x')<D(x')dx'. 
A 

We shall seek the solution of Eq. (2.5) in the form 

<D(xl = e-'AI'p(yl, y = x-A. 

Then we obtain an equation of the Wiener-Hopf type 
for p(y): . 

p(y)=e-·"I'- SI(y-y')p(y')dy'. 
o 

(2.5) 
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The quantities of interest to us, namely, the spin s 
and the energy E( s), can be obtained if we integrate 
Eq. (2.3), multiplied by unity and by go(x), respec
tively, from _00 to +00. Here sand €(s) are ex
pressed in terms of the tail of the density, 4>(x) for 
x > A, and consequently in terms of p( y): 

(2.6) 

2 co. q" 

8(S) - e. = - 4p. (Q.) cos Q. AQ + -if e-·A S e-,y/2 p(y) dy J cos' k dk. 

o -0. (2.7) 

The unknown quantity ~Q appears in Eq. (2.7). 
However, one can determine it from conservation of 
the total number of electrons, namely, 

00 Qo+A.Q 

S p.(k)dk= S p(k)dk 
-4,10 -Oo-6.Q 

or 
Q. ~ 

4p. (Q.) cos Q.AQ = 2n S cos k cos Q. dk e- nA S e-·yl'p (y) dy. 
e -Qo 0 

Therefore 
2 oc> Q" 

e(s)-e.=-i-e-·A Se-'YI'p(y)dy Scosk(cosk-cosQ.)dk. 
o -Qo 

Since the spin s is proportional to e-1TA/ 2 (for 
A» 1), and €(s) - €o ~ e-1TA, then 

e(s) - e. = Cs'~ (Q. - ~sin 2Q.) , (2.8) 
nc 2 

c = j e-nJ1'p(y)dy / [ J p(y)dy r. . . (2.9) 

The ratio (2.9) is known from the article by Yang and 
YangY2] Its value is equal to 1T/8. The limiting mo
mentum is given by Q = 1Tn, since in our approxima
tion po(k) = (21Ttl. 

Now it is not difficult to obtain the magnetic suscep
tibility of the Hubbard chain. In order to determine 
this quantity, it is necessary to minimize the energy 
of the system of electrons in a magnetic field: 

e. = e(s) - Ilks. 

And finally we ob~ain 

= dM=N ,(d'e(s) I )=N ,_C_(1_Sin2nn)-' 
X dk all ds' ,~. all 2n' 2nn . (2.10) 

In the small-density limit (n « 1) one finds 

x = Nall'3c 14n'n', 

and in the case n = 1 one obtains Takahashi's well
known result[7] from Eq. (2.10): 

X = Nall'C / 2n' (c> 1). 

3. THE SPECTRA OF THE ELEMENTARY 
EXCIT ATIONS 

In this section we shall be interested in magnetic 
and electronic excitations in the Hubbard model. The 
elementary magnetic excitations are characterized by 
the spin (triplet or singlet excitations). The electronic 
spectrum does not have a gap for n < 1 and is similar 
to the spectrum of a Fermi gas. One can obtain an 

elementary spin excitation by removing any single 
number from the set of numbers {Ja}, which defines 
the ground, antiferromagnetic state of the system. The 
new state is a "wave" and corresponds to total spin 
S = 1 (a triplet excitation). It is obvious that upon the 
withdrawal of the numbers J 1 or IN/2 we obtain the 
ground state for spin S = 1. It was shown in the pre
ceding section that ~E(S) = E(S) - Eo ~ NaS2/Ni, and 
therefore ~E(S) ~ 1/Na . Therefore, the spectrum of 
the triplet excitations does not have a gap. The change 
in the total momentum of the electron system, upon 
making the transition from the set {Ja } without the 
number J 1 to the same set without IN/2, is equal to 
1Tn. Therefore, the period in the triplet-excitation 
spectrum is also equal to 1Tn. 

If we now transpose some of the numbers Ja so 
that the distance between any pair of neighboring num
bers in the resulting set {JaY becomes smaller than 
two, then the state which is formed is related to the 
bound state type and has spin S = 0 (a singlet excita
tion). The spectrum of such elementary excitations is 
also gapless; however it has a termination point. 

Fermion excitations corresponding to spin S = % 
are obtained is one more number IN+l (particle) is 
added to the set of numbers {Ij} Or if any Ij (hole) is 
removed. 

Let us proceed to a quantitative description of the 
spectra. We define the sets of numbers {Ij}o and 
{Ja}o for the ground, antiferromagnetic state in the 
following way: 

{Ii}' = -1/2N + 1, -1/2N + 2, ... , '/,N; 

{l.}. = 1, 3, ... , N - 1. 

The elementary excitations are surerficiallY charac
terized by the changes in the sets Ij}o and {Jalo: 

a) triplet excitations (see, for example,r4-6]): 

{I), = {Ii}', 

{I.}, = 0, 2, ... , 2p - 2, 2p + 1, ... , N - 1; 

b) Singlet excitations: r 5,6] 

{Ii}, = {Ii}', 

{I.}, = 1,3, ... , 2~,-1,2~,-1, ... , 3~,-3,2~,+ 1, ... ,N -1; 

c) electronic excitations: 

{/), = _1/.N, -1/2N + 1, ... , -'/,N+y-1, -'/,N+y+ 1, .. . ,N/2. 
{l.l, = {l.},. 

As has already been indicated above, the triplet and 
electronic excitations are "waves," that is, the mo
menta kj and Aa corresponding to these excitations 
are real. A single pair of complex-conjugate spin 
momenta exists in the bound state (singlet): Aa = A 
+ ic/2 and Ab = A - ic/2. 

The method used to derive the equations for the 
functions p( k) and a(A) of the excited states is well
known (compare with[4-6]). In all three cases one can 
write these equations down in the following form: 

2np (k) = 1 + cos k +S~ 4ca(A)dA . -~ T(k) 
__ c'+4(A-sink)' N. '. 

(3.1) 

Q 4cp(k)dk 

S c'+4(sink-A)2 
-0 

2r.a(A)+ +S· 2ca(A')dA' + D(A) (3 2) 
_.c'+U\-A')' Na ' • 
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where for the triplet spectrum one has 

T,(k) = 0, D,(A) = 2na(A - Ap), 

for the singlet spectrum one has 

T.(k) = cos k{ Zn6(sin k _ A) _ Zc + 
c'+(sink-A)' 

1:'[ 4c -]} + - Znb (sin k - A~) , 
m~1 . c'+4(A~.,,-sink}' m 

4c 
D.(A)= -4nb(A- A)+ + 

c'+4(A-A)' 

1Zc ~' [ - ZC] + + ZJt<5(A-l\~ )-----=--
9c'+4(A-A)' m~I' m c'+(i\-A~m)' 

and for the electronic spectrum one has 

T,(k) = Zn6(k - ky), D,(i\) = o. 
The momenta k and Ap in the functions T(k} and 

D(A} are equal to their unperturbed values, that is, 
they are found from Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) by using the 
sets {Ij}c and {Ja }C. _ _ 

Two additional numbers, A{31 and A{32' are added to 
the system of real numbers Aa in deri ving the equa
tions for the singlet excitations; these additional num
bers satisfy the same equations as the numbers Aa 
for J{31 = 2{31 -1 and J{32 = 2{32 - 1. Here the function 
u(A} denotes the density of the real numbers Aa to
gether with A{31 and A{32' Just as in [5,61, the constraints 

P.I > 1, I~,I > 1, IA~,I > 1. (3.3) 

are imposed on the spin momenta A{3m and .\.. The 
condition for solvability of the system of equations for 
the numbers Aa leads to the relationship 2{31 = {32' 

In order for us to determine the energy of the ex
cited states, it is necessary to know the density p (k) 
which is given by the solution of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). 
We shall seek the solution in the form 

1 
p,(k) = po(k)+ -ptt(k), 

N. 

11 '-
p.(k) = po(k)+-p,,(k) -- [Il(sin k - A) - \"11l(sin k - Ap m) ] cos k, 

~ ~ ~ 
1 

p,(k)= Po(k)+ N. (p,,(k)- 05(k- ky), 

where po(k} denotes the electron density in the ground 
state. Here it is obvious that the integral equations 
for po(k} and pl(k} are separable, and we obtain the 
following equation for p l( k}: 

(k) (k)+ 1 kS+-d SQ' p,(k')exp[im(sink-sink')] , 
P. = g ?n cos w 1 + e'o', dk . 

-00 -""0 

(k)= -~cosk +S- exp[iw(sink-Ap)] 
g, Zit __ Zch(wc/Z) dm, (3.4) 

1 +- , 
g.(k) = - -cos k S eio .In' ( \"1 exp(- imA )_ riot) dw 

2n ~ Pm ch(roc/Z) , 
_00 m=l 

(k) - 1 k +S- exp[iw (sin k - sin k,) ] 
g. - - 2n cos __ 1 + e'o" dm. 

In the case nl c «1 one can neglect the second term 
on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4), and then Pl(k} will 
simply coincide with g(k}. Now it is easy to write down 
an expression for the energy of the excited states which 
depends on the electron and spin momenta ky, A p, and 

Aj3m. The latter, in turn, are related to the total wave 
vector of the electrons. Such a parametric dependence 
of the excitation energy on the wave vector has the 
following form: 

a} triplet spectrum: 

1 QS' cos' k dk 
8, = C_Q, (Ap - sink)ch(nlc) , 

Iql =2n S 0'0 (A) dA, Iql ",;; nn; 

b} singlet spectrum 

2 S cos' kdk 
8. = --;;-_Q, (Ap, _ sink)ch(nlc) , 

x~, 

I q I = 4n S o. (A) dA, 
-00 

-, 
Iql .... qo = 4n S 0'0 (A)dA, 

here qo is the termination point of the singlet spectrum 
(as a consequence of conditions (3.3)); 

c} electronic spectrum: 
C/o 2 

E(k"N -1)- Eo(N) = 2 cos k, + S -;-cos' k dk 
-Q, 

-r cos[w(sink,-. sink) 1 X d,,) 
'0 1+eo , 

'., 
Iql=2n S Po(k)dk. 

-Q, 

In the case nlc « 1 which we are investigating, one 
can change from a parametric representation of the 
spectra to an explicit expression for the excitation 
energy as a function of the system's quasimomentum. 
In order to do this, it is sufficient to keep the following 
terms in the expansions of po(k}, uo(A}, and Qo in 
powers of the small parameter: 

1 nIn2 
Po(k)=-+--cosk, 

21'1 nc 

n ( nA)-' O'o(A)=;- ch- , 
2c c 

Qo = nn. 

Finally the spectra of the magnetic excitations can be 
written in the following form: 

1 nn . I I n 
e,(q) = - S cos' kch-' [In tg..!L- -sin kl dk, (3.5) 

c _nn 2n c _ 

2 nn I I n 
e.(q) = - S cos' kch-'[ In tg..!L- -sin k] dk, (3.6) 

. C -nn 4n c 

where the singlet spectrum has the termination point 

q. = 4n arctg (e-nl ,). (3.7) 

Just as one would expect, in the long-wavelength ap
proximation the excitation energy is proportional to 
I q I: 

( sin 2nn ) / e.(q)=e,(q)=lqln 1-~ c. (3.8) 

And finally let us say a few words about the electronic 
spectrum. In the same way as the magnetic excitations, 
the electronic spectrum does not have an energy gap 
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for n ;r! 1 yl This is clear from the fact that 

E.(N + 1)- E.(N) = E.(N) - E.(N - 1) 

2 S·· J~ cos[Ul(sinnn+sink)] d 
= 2 cos nn +"it cos' k dk 1 + eO' Ul. 

_nn 0 

(3.9) 

One of the most important characteristics of the 
electronic spectrum is the Fermi velocity, which is 
given by 

2 · + S·· 2 'kdkJ~ Ulsin[w(sink+sinnn)] d 
Vp = Sill nn cos nn -cos Ul. 

n 1 + eO' 
_n.' (3.10) 

The Fermi velocity vanishes for n ~ 1, just as it 
should. 

In conclusion we thank V. L. Pikrovskil for helpful 
discussions and for his constant interest in this work. 
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